Abstract-Real-time visual analysis tasks, like tracking and recognition, require swift execution of computationally intensive algorithms. Visual sensor networks can be enabled to perform such tasks by augmenting the sensor network with processing nodes and distributing the computational burden in a way that the cameras contend for the processing nodes while trying to minimize their task completion times. In this paper, we formulate the problem of minimizing the completion time of all camera sensors as an optimization problem. We propose algorithms for fully distributed optimization, analyze the existence of equilibrium allocations, evaluate the effect of the network topology and of the video characteristics, and the benefits of central coordination. Our results demonstrate that with sufficient information available, distributed optimization can provide low completion times, moreover predictable and stable performance can be achieved with additional, sparse central coordination.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-time computer vision applications, like surveillance, tracking, traffic monitoring and augmented reality require the timely processing of visual information [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . If, in addition, visual information from multiple cameras is available, the application precision can be increased [7] , and events can be reconstructed in 3D [8] . With the emergence of cheap cameras and network devices, visual sensor networks (VSNs) could, in principle, enable wide-spread deployment of these popular applications, but in practice visual processing in VSNs faces two challenges. On the one hand, the high computational complexity of the image processing tasks, paired with the limitations of the sensor nodes, prevents the processing to be performed locally by the camera equipped devices. On the other hand, considering the delay limit and the energy resources of the network nodes, the large amount of pixel data in the frames makes it infeasible to transmit all data through the sensor network to a central processing node. Bandwidth requirements may be reduced by using image downsampling, reducing the color depth, or other video encoding techniques. However, any lossy compression may also affect the results of visual processing tasks [9] .
A promising solution to overcome these challenges is to augment the sensor network with processing nodes that have This work was partly funded by the EU FP7 FET GreenEyes project (296676) and the Modane project funded by SSF. suitable memory and computational capacity, and to perform the image processing at these nodes. By assigning each processing node a part of the complete frame, for example by dividing each frame into multiple sub-areas [10] , frames can be processed in a distributed manner. In contrast to the camera nodes, the processing nodes do not need to be calibrated and can be installed or replaced with ease, possibly extending the lifetime of the camera equipped nodes. Reduced maintenance and extended lifetime are particularly important for VSNs deployed in remote or hazardous areas, or in animal habitats. As multiple sensors may need to share the processing nodes as well as the wireless channel, optimization of the distribution of the processing tasks is non-trivial.
In this paper we consider the case of local visual featurebased visual analysis [4] , [5] , [11] , [12] , where the visual analysis application utilizes the features extracted from the frames captured by multiple sensors. The sensors can leverage the capabilities of the processing nodes for detecting and extracting the feature descriptors, and aim at minimizing the time until the extraction of all features from all frames is completed. To perform this minimization, the sensors can decide the set of processing nodes used, the schedule of the transmission of the pixel information through the shared wireless channel, and the size of the frame sub-areas sent to the processing nodes. Due to the dynamic visual content of the frame the sensors need to revise the processing allocation for each video frame.
We develop an analytical model of the system and formulate completion time minimization as an optimization problem for the case when all system parameters are known and the optimization can be performed centrally, and we show that the problem is NP-hard. We propose a centralized approximation and fully distributed optimization algorithms where the sensors use only locally available information obtained via measurements, as well as based on additional information received through signaling between the processing nodes and the sensors. We provide sufficient conditions for the existence of equilibrium allocations for the distributed algorithms, and analyze the convergence properties of the distributed algorithms under synchronous and asynchronous revisions. Then, we consider the case when the distributed algorithms are supported by periodical centralized coordination. We use these to investigate how the amount of information available at the sensor nodes affects the achievable completion time. We use simulations to give insight into the convergence properties and the performance of the algorithms under various VSN topologies and video characteristics. Our results demonstrate that distributed optimization can provide low completion times already with limited amount of shared information, moreover predictable and stable performance can be achieved with additional, sparse central coordination.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review related work. In Section III we describe the considered system and in Section IV we formulate the problem of completion time minimization. In Section V we present and analyze fully distributed algorithms for solving the completion time minimization problem, and in Section VI we introduce centralized and coordinated algorithms. In Section VII we present numerical results and we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Visual analysis applications utilizing many camera nodes are discussed among others in [1] , [2] for free viewpoint television, in [3] , [4] , [5] for localization and tracking and in [6] for high accuracy object recognition. The challenge of visual analysis at nodes with limited processing power is addressed in [11] , [12] , defining feature extraction schemes with low computational complexity. To decrease the transmission bandwidth requirements of pixel information, [9] , [13] propose lossy image coding schemes optimized for descriptor extraction, while [14] , [15] , [16] give solutions to decrease the number and the size of the descriptors to be transmitted. Considering video sequences with temporal correlation, [17] limits the frame areas of interest, while [18] , [19] proposes intra-and inter-frame coding for the descriptors. However, results in [20] show that even under optimized extraction and coding, the processing at the camera sensor or at the sink node of the VSN leads to significant delay, which motivates the introduction of in-network processing in VSNs [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] .
Optimal load scheduling for distributed systems is addressed in [26] , in the framework of Divisible Load Theory (DLT), with the general result that minimum completion time is achieved, if all processors finish the processing at the same time. In [27] , [28] DLT is used in the context of wireless sensor networks with single and multi level tree network topologies. Usually three decisions need to be made: the subset of the processors used, the order they receive their share of workload, and the division of the workload. Unfortunately, the results are specific to a given system setup, and therefore scheduling solutions are derived for given, simplified systems with simple topologies [29] , [30] . In [23] we show that the application of DLT for distributed visual processing is non-trivial even in the case of a single sensor node, due to the transmission overhead introduced by distributed feature extraction, and due to the dynamism of the frame content in the video. We introduce the distributed, multiple sensor, multiple processing node case in [31] , [32] , and derive basic convergence result. In this paper we provide a rigorous evaluation of distributed solutions as well as solutions with central coordination support, and evaluate the effect of the network topology as well as the effect of the temporal dynamism of the video content. Unlike [31] , [32] , in this paper we consider the realistic constraint that a processing node can not start processing a slice until it finishes receiving the data for the slice, prove that the completion time minimization problem is NP-hard, and propose an efficent approximation based on nearest neighbor search.
Related to our work is the problem of learning in noncooperative games [33] , [34] . Studies of learning in games usually consider models of perfect information for the analysis of convergence [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] . Recent works on experimentation dynamics and regret testing models consider that players can only observe their own payoffs [37] , [38] , [39] , but these learning models provide asymptotic convergence guarantees, and thus convergence is prohibitively slow. In this paper we consider two models of imperfect information, and provide equilibrium existence and convergence results. Our results also highlight the potential trade-off between predictable and good performance in learning.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a visual sensor network (VSN) that consists of a set of sensor nodes S, |S| = S, a set of processing nodes N , |N | = N , and a central coordinator with significant computational power. Sensor nodes s ∈ S capture periodically a sequence I s = {1, ...} of frames of width w pixels. We call the set of S frames captured simultaneously by the sensor nodes a multi-view frame. The objective of the system is to process the multi-view frames in the shortest possible time.
For the delegation of the computation, sensor node s divides frame i into V i s ≤ N vertical slices. This scheme was referred to as area-split in [10] , [40] . We define slice v using its normalized leftmost and rightmost horizontal coordinates, x 
A. Visual feature extraction
Each processing node n computes local visual features from the slices assigned to it. A processing node starts to process a slice as soon as it is completely received, and performs parallel processing of multiple slices. In applications where features extracted from frames captured by multiple cameras are needed, e.g., in the case of multi-camera tracking for updating a hidden-Markov model or a particle filter, the extraction of the features from all frames should finish at the same time. We thus consider that if a processing node n has to process slices from different sensors, then it allocates its processing power such that the processing of all slices is completed at the same time.
The computation of local features starts with interest point detection, by applying a blob detector or an edge detector at every pixel of the slice [12] , [41] , [42] . For each pixel, the detector computes a response score based on a square area centered around it. We denote the side length of the square normalized by the width of the frame by 2o. The side length 2ow of the square (in pixels) depends on the applied detector.
A pixel is identified as an interest point if the response score exceeds the detection threshold ϑ ∈ Θ ⊆ R + . We denote the distribution of interest points of frame i at sensor s as f [21] , [23] and on an Intel Imote2 platform in [20] . We can thus model the detection time for slice v from sensor s at processing node n as a function of the slice width y , where P n is the per unit processing time of node n and α f is a normalization constant.
After detection, a feature descriptor is extracted for each interest point by comparing pixel intensities. The time it takes to extract the descriptors can be modeled as a linear function of the number ξ i s,v of interest points detected, as shown in [21] . We can thus model the detection and extraction time as P n (y
. We consider that normalization constant α f , α e and thus α d are the same for all processing nodes, which is reasonable if the nodes have a similar computing architecture (e.g., instruction set). Due to parallel processing, P n depends on the number of slices that processing node n is processing in parallel.
B. Communication Model
The nodes communicate using a wireless communication protocol, such as IEEE 802.15.4 or IEEE 802.11. Sensors transmit to one processing node at a time, while processing nodes can receive MAC packets from many sensors, through the shared channel. Transmissions suffer from packet losses due to wireless channel impairments. As measurement studies show, the loss burst lengths at the receiver have low mean and variance in the order of a couple of MAC frames [43] , [44] , [45] . Therefore, a widely used model of the loss process is a low-order Markov-chain, with fast decaying correlation and short mixing time. In the system we consider, the amount of data to be transmitted to the processing nodes is relatively large, and therefore it is reasonable to model the average transmission time from sensor s to processing node n, including the retransmissions, as a linear function of the amount of transmitted data. We denote the transmission time coefficient by C s,n , which can be interpreted as the average Figure 1 : Transmission and processing in a two sensor, two processing node system. The pattern identifies the slice being transmitted or processed by the nodes. Where two patterns overlap in time at the same node, the height of the pattern is proportional to the fraction of transmission or processing resources assigned to the slice. The assigment functions are d
per frame transmission time. As the throughput is close to stationary over short timescales, C s,n can be estimated [46] . When there are several sensors transmitting data, the MAC protocol provides airtime fairness for the transmitters [47] , thus the actual transmission time coefficient is proportional to the number of sensors transmitting. For example, when S sensors are transmitting, the actual coefficient is SC s,n .
Recall that interest point detection involves applying a square filter of size 2o at each pixel. Thus, for correct operation, each slice v has to be appended by an overlap area of width o on one or both sides. The resulting regions of overlap in adjacent slices could in principle be transmitted in multicast to the appropriate processing nodes, but experimental results show that multicast transmission suffers from low throughput in practice due to lack of link layer retransmissions and missing channel quality information [48] , we thus consider that all data transmissions are done using unicast.
We consider that the transmission time coefficient between the sensors and the central coordinator is high enough so that transmitting pixel information to the central coordinator is infeasible, but the sensor nodes, the processing nodes, and the coordinator can exchange control information with a delay that is negligible.
IV. COMPLETION TIME AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In the following we define the completion time of the system as a function of the assignment profile d i and the cutpoint location profile x i . Based on the expression for system completion time we formulate the completion time minimization problem as an integer programming problem.
A. Completion Time Model
Using the model of transmission and processing above, let us consider the completion time of the processing of frame i ∈ I s captured by sensor s. Figure 1 illustrates the transmission and processing of slices from S = 2 sensor nodes to N = 2 processing nodes. Let us denote by t 
(1) Similarly, the time it takes processing node n = d i s (v) to complete the processing of slice v sent by sensor s depends on whether or not the processing node has to process slices from other sensors simultaneously. We define the experienced processing time coefficient of sensor s at processing node n asP
We can express the completion time of slice v delegated by sensor s to processing node n = d 
Finally, we define the completion time of frame i for sensor s as the greatest completion time among all processing nodes
and the system completion time of frame i as
B. Completion Time Minimization (CTM) Problem
Given the set of sensor nodes S, the set of processing nodes N , the transmission and processing time coefficients C s,n and P n , we can formulate the completion time minimization (CTM) problem for a single multi-view frame i as an integer programming problem
where w is the width of the individual frames in pixels. Constraint (8) ensures that all completion times are less than or equal to t, (9) ensures that all slices are larger than the overlap o, while (10) reflects that a frame can be divided at pixel positions only. Solving the CTM problem in the considered VSN scenario faces three major challenges. First, sensors may not have sufficient information to formulate the CTM problem, because both the transmission time coefficients and the interest point distribution are unknown before processing a frame. Second, due to the computational constraints of the sensors and due to the complexity of the CTM problem it may be infeasible to solve even small instances of the CTM problem in the sensors. Third, even if every sensor could solve the optimization problem, there may be multiple solutions, and deciding which solution to use would require communication between the sensors, which introduces delay and control traffic overhead.
The following theorem shows that the CTM problem is indeed computationally hard.
Theorem 1. The optimization problem (7)-(10) is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the NP-hardness via reduction from the Multiprocessor scheduling problem, which is known to be NPhard. Given a set J of |J | = J jobs where job j ∈ J has length l j and M number of processors, what is the minimum possible time required to schedule all jobs in J on M processors such that none overlap. We reduce the problem by setting S = J. N = M , C s,n = l j for s = j = 1...S,
Due to the large o value, it is never beneficial to divide the load to more than one processor, and consequently the solution to (7)- (10) gives the job assignment with minimum finishing time in the multiprocessor scheduling problem.
C. Solution Architectures for the CTM Problem
To address the above challenges, in the rest of the paper we propose and compare three solution architectures for solving the CTM problem. In all three architectures we address the first challenge by utilizing low complexity interest point distribution prediction [23] , but the three architectures differ in terms of the role of the sensors and of the central entity.
• Distributed operation: Each sensor s optimizes (d i s , x i s ) in a distributed manner based on information available to it. We introduce the distributed algorithms used by the sensors in Section V.
• Centralized operation: A central entity computes the assignment (x i , d i ) periodically after every R multi-view frames, and sends it to the sensors. The sensors use the same assignment for the subsequent R multi-view frames, i.e., they do not optimize either the assignment or the allocation. We refer to R as the inter-refresh time. We introduce the algorithm used by the central entity in Section VI-A.
• Coordinated operation: A central entity computes the assignment (x i , d i ) periodically after every R multi-view frames, and sends it to the sensors. The sensors cannot update the assignment d i but may update the allocation x i s using a distributed algorithm. We describe coordinated operation in Section VI-B
V. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHMS
In what follows we propose four distributed algorithms that differ in terms of the information available to sensor s before processing frame i, denoted by Υ i s . Node s may obtain the information through measurements (e.g., the transmission and processing time for its frame i − 1), or through signaling from other processing nodes (e.g., slice sizes of other sensors).
To make the available information Υ 
, and for the remaining slices, i.e., n = d
. Finally, sensor s aims to minimize its predicted completion timeT
The times when the sensors can revise their allocations are determined by the revision opportunity, which can be either synchronous or asynchronous.
Definition 1. Revision opportunity:
Asynchronous revision allows one sensor s ∈ S to update its allocation upon each frame i. Synchronous revision allows every sensor to update its allocation upon every frame i.
While in a VSN synchronous revision is straightforward to implement, asynchronous revision could, e.g., be implemented by configuring a static revision order through modulo division of the frame sequence number, letting sensor s revise its allocation at frame sequence numbers i mod S = s.
A basic requirement for the visual sensor network design is to achieve predictable, stable performance. In the case when the frame contents do not change, stability can be guaranteed if the distributed algorithms reach an equilibrium allocation where the sensors settle. As a result the predicted completion time remains constant. We formally define an equilibrium as follows. In the case of perfect information (i.e., if Υ i s contains all transmission time coefficients, processing time coefficients and interest point distributions), the notion of an equilibrium corresponds to the notion of a Nash equilibrium in game theory [33] , [35] .
In the following we analyse the stability of the distributed algorithms. We consider two scenarios, according to Υ 
A. Measurement Only (MO) Information
We start with considering a system with no signaling between the processing nodes and the sensor nodes, thus, all parameters need to be estimated by the sensors. We call this the measurement only (MO) scenario. Sensor s measures communication and processing times, that is, t Let us consider sensor s and let us derive the optimal offloading for a particular assignment function d s , given C s,n =C s,n andP n =P n . In order to find the optimal assignment d s and to calculate the optimal allocation x s , we recall a fundamental result from divisible load theory [26] . This result is illustrated in Figure 1 for N = 3 processing nodes. The fact that at optimality all used processing nodes n ∈ d s complete processing at the same time allows us to establish a relationship between the optimal slice widths for a particular assignment d s as
Recall that slice V corresponds to the right edge of the original frame, and thus only one overlap region is considered in (16) . These equations allows formulating the recursive expression for the normalized width of slices 1 ≤ v < V − 1,
as well as for slice v = V − 1
which, together with the normalization constraint V v=1 y s,v = 1 give the optimal allocation vector.
Given the above equations for the optimal slice widths, in the MO scenario each sensor s selects an allocation (d s , x s ) by calculating the optimal slice widths for all possible assignment functions d s , and then by selecting the allocation leading to the lowest estimated completion time.
As we show next, the optimal slice widths have an interesting property that can be leveraged for the equilibrium analysis of the MO scenario. Proof. Observe that (17) is an affine function, and thus due to the normalization constraint the ratio y s,v /y s,v+1 does not change as long as the ratiosC s,ds(v+1)
are unchanged. Since the optimal slice widths are obtained by using the fact that We are now ready to prove a sufficient condition for an equilibrium allocation to exist for the MO scenario. Proof. Observe that for every sensor s the experienced transmission time coefficientsC s,n = S ×C s,n and the experienced processing time coefficientsP n = S × P n . By Lemma 3 the optimal assignment function d * s and the optimal cutpoint location vector x * s are insensitive to scaling and thus they remain optimal for all sensors. Consequently, (d * s , x * s ) s∈S is an equilibrium.
Theorem 2. Consider a VSN with symmetric transmission time coefficients
As a consequence, an equilibrium exists for symmetric systems, and it can be reached if all senors use the same initial assignment function with d * s = N , and calculate the assignment vectors assumingC s,n = C s,n andP n = P n . Given that an equilibrium exists and could easily be reached, it is important to understand whether, in general, the completion time would be minimal in an equilibrium. The following result shows that this is not the case.
Proposition 1. An equilibrium allocation under the MO scenario may not be optimal.
Proof. We prove the proposition through an example. Let S = 2, N = 2, C s,n = 1 and Thus, while the MO scenario requires no signaling, even if sensors would converge to an equilibrium, the performance may not be optimal.
B. Transmission Time (TT) Information
In the second scenario each sensor can measure its transmission and processing time coefficients as in the MO scenario. Besides, upon completion, every processing node n broadcasts to each sensor s its processing time coefficient P n , and the beginning and end of the transmission times (t
) and the corresponding slice widths y
for all sensors that used node n, i.e., s ′ ∈ {s ′ |∃v s.t. d i s ′ (v) = n}. We refer to this as the transmission time (TT) scenario. Observe that (t
) is a known linear function of y
and of the transmission time coefficient C s ′ ,n , and thus every sensor s can compute C s ′ ,n for n ∈ d i s ′ . In order to get analytic insight into the problem, let us make the simplifying assumption that the experienced transmission times do not change as an effect of the sensors' assignments. The assumption holds for example when C s,n = C s ′ ,n , ∀s, s ′ ∈ S. Under this simplifying assumption we show that an equilibrium allocation exists for the TT scenario. 
Let us denote by (
) the resulting assignment profile. Observe that (19) implies that
where < L stands for lexicographically smaller. Observe that among all vectors τ of ordered completion times there is a vector that is lexicographically minimal; it is the vector that corresponds to all sensors completing at the same time. Thus, there is an allocation (x, d) compared to which no sensor can decrease its completion time.
Observe that the proof is based on an asynchronous revision opportunity. A consequence of the proof is that using asynchronous revision the sensors can reach an equilibrium in the TT scenario.
Corollary 1. Assume that sensors follow the asynchronous revision opportunity. Then the sensors' allocations converge to an equilibrium under the TT scenario.
Thus, using asynchronous revision under the TT scenario guarantees convergence to equilibrium. Unfortunately, this result cannot be extended to the case of synchronous revision, as shown by the following example. 
VI. CENTRALIZED AND COORDINATED ALGORITHMS
Theorem 1 implies that solving the CTM problem for each multi-view frame is infeasible even for moderate instances of the problem. In what follows we propose a heuristic that builds on the storage and computational capability of the central entity to compute near-optimal assignment and allocation profiles for a subset of past multi-view frames off-line, and utilizes a nearest neighbour search to select the assignment profile for the subsequent multi-view frame i. We then define coordinated operation.
A. Near-optimal Centralized Algorithm
There are three observations underlying the proposed heuristic. First, due to the non-linearity of the system completion time, the optimization problem (7) is non-trivial to solve even for a fixed assignment profile, hence we rely on an approximate solution. Second, the optimal assignment for a multiview frame is determined by the interest point distributions of the frames. As shown in [23] , the interest point distribution F i s can be efficiently approximated by using Q − 1 quantile points
The quantile approximation also allows fast allocation optimization for a single sensor using linear relaxation as well as it supports last value based prediction of the interest point distribution with low prediction error [23] . Second, in typical surveillance applications the sensors would observe fairly similar scenarios, hence it is reasonable to assume that the number of assignment profiles used would be limited. Motivated by these observations, the proposed heuristic is as follows.
Off-line approximation (TT/C): For a past multi-view frame i we use an off-line iterative algorithm for approximating the optimal solution of (7). The algorithm resembles the asynchronous TT algorithm, described in Section V-B, with the difference that the objective function of each sensor is
as given in Eq. (13), i.e., each sensor aims to minimize the system completion time. As it is centralized, we refer to this algorithm as the TT/C algorithm.
Nearest-neighbor search: The central entity maintains information about a set M, |M| = M of past multi-view frames; the information maintained about a multi-view frame j ∈ M is (i) the vector q j = (q − 1) is the quantile vector for the frame captured by sensor s, and (ii) the near-optimal assignment profile (x j , d j ) for multi-view frame j, computed using the TT/C algorithm. We use M d ⊆ M to denote the subset of multi-view frames in M that have the same optimal assignment profile d.
e ij * = min j∈M\L e ij 4:
AddToHeap(L, j * ) 6: end while 7: j * = arg minj∈L t
For multi-view frame i the central entity uses the last value predictor for predicting the quantile vectorq i , i.e., q i = q i−1 . It then finds the set L, |L| = L, of multi-view frames in M that have nearest quantile vectors in terms of
Finally, given the set L, the central entity computes the completion time t ij for the predicted quantile vector q i and the optimal assignment profiles (x j d j ), j ∈ L and it selects the assignment profile that results in the lowest completion time. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. AddToHeap(L, j) adds entry j to L, such that the entries with the smallest e ij values are kept. The sorted list of the L selected entries can be generated in O(M SQ log L) time, using a heap data structure of maximum size L.
An alternative to the nearest-neighbour search could be to use space partitioning techniques, such as the k-d tree [49] . Unfortunately, space partitioning is not efficient in our case due to the high dimension of the quantile vector, hence our choice of nearest neighbor search.
B. Coordinated operation
Under coordinated operation the central entity uses the algorithm described in Section VI-A for every i mod R = 0 frames, and provides the near-optimal processing node assignment and slice allocation (d i , x i ) to the sensors. The sensors keep the assignment profile d i for the next R frames, and update only x i , following one of the distributed algorithms defined in Section V.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the following we use simulations based on synthetic data, as well as based on video traces to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. We consider five VSN topologies for the numerical evaluation, each with four sensor nodes and four processing nodes. In each of the five topologies, the sensor nodes are placed at the corners of a square with side-length 100 m. For Topology 1, the processing nodes are placed at the mid-points of the square's sides, forming a second, smaller square. For Topology 5, the processing nodes form a square with side-length 100 m, shifted 75 m horizontally and vertically relative to the square formed by the sensor nodes. 18.75 m horizontally and vertically, rotated −11.25
• around its center and increased in size by 7.32 m on all sides compared to the square formed in Topology 1. Figure 2 shows the positions of sensor and processing nodes in the five topologies.
The five topologies provide different challenges for the distributed algorithms. In Topology 1, an optimal allocation is one where all sensor nodes allocate loads mainly to the processing nodes closest to them and possibly a smaller load to one of the remaining nodes. Because of the symmetry of Topology 1, there are always at least two allocations where the system achieves the optimal completion time. Therefore, the main challenge of the distributed algorithms is to converge to the same optimal allocation. In Topology 5, all the sensors prefer the centrally located processing node 1, and the challenge is to move away from this, globally not optimal allocation. The intermediary topologies can provide insight to how the performance of the system changes as the topology shifts from one extreme to the other.
We compute the transmission time coefficients C s,n based on the Shannon capacity with bandwidth 20 MHz, noiselevel −70 dBm, and free-space path loss assuming a carrier frequency of 2.4 GHz. Recall that we assume a MAC protocol that provides airtime fairness, scaling the actual transmission times by the number of transmitting nodes. For each Topology, the processing time coefficients of all processing nodes are set to the same value as the transmission time coefficient of the slowest link, scaled by the number of sensors in the Topology, i.e. P n = S · min s,m C s,m , ∀n. This ensures that both the transmission and processing phase have a significant contribution to the total completion time, and that the ratio between transmission and processing time is comparable across all topologies.
We use BRISK [12] for detecting local visual features with a filter width of up to 84 pixels (i.e., o = 0.06), and select the top 400 interest points to compute the interest point distribution of each frame. As the sensor nodes can not know the distribution of interest points in frame i before frame i has been processed, they assume that frame i has the same interest point distribution as frame i − 1. This corresponds to the last value predictor used in [21] , which was shown to provide a good trade-off between prediction accuracy and computational complexity.
For each topology we evaluate the completion time of the system under the MO and TT scenarios with both asynchronous and synchronous/S revisions, i.e, four algorithms, with and without coordination. For obtaining the initial estimate of the transmission and processing time coefficients, the sensors use a bootstrap cutpoint location vector x 
A. Evaluation with synthetic data
We first evaluate the algorithms on a sequence of multiview frames in which every frame has a uniform interest point distribution. The uniform distribution has been shown to be a good approximation of the average distribution of interest points in frames [10] , [40] . This configuration allows us to observe the convergence properties of the algorithms and how convergence affects the completion time. We refer to the asynchronous and synchronous MO and TT algorithms as MO/A, MO/S, TT/A, and TT/S respectively. Figure 3 shows the mean completion times obtained with the four distributed algorithms for the five topologies. The error bars show the minimum and the maximum completion times, i.e., the variation around the mean, and the dashed line shows the optimal system completion time for each topology. The figure shows that only the TT/A algorithm manages to achieve an average completion time close to the optimal for all topologies; whether or not the performance of the TT/S algorithm is close to optimal depends very much on the topology. The reason is that asynchronous revisions and the information the sensors receive about each other's allocations and assignments in the TT scenario deters them from choosing assignment profiles that would lead to very poor performance. Similarily, we can observe that MO/S regularly performs worse than MO/A, again due to simultaneous revisions of the assignments, which cause large completion time fluctuations. Finally, we note that the largest range of completion times is obtained for Topologies 4 and 5, which is due to that in these two topologies sensors compete for the use of processing node 1, which is closest to all sensors. We can thus conclude that an asymmetric placement of processing nodes is detrimental to system performance in general. Topology 4 results in large variation in completion times, and therefore we consider this topology for detailed evaluation. Similar results were observed for other topologies. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the system completion time of the four algorithms for Topology 4, and allows us to study the convergence properties of the algorithms. The solid lines show the CDF of the completion times of the distributed algorithms. To interpret the figure, observe that an algorithm will produce a constant completion time after it reaches an equilibrium, hence a step function-like CDF. We can see that, as stated in Corollary 1, the distributed TT/A algorithm converges, while the other algorithms fail to do so. The reason for the non-convergence of the distributed MO algorithms is the mis-prediction of the processing time coefficients based on the processing time coefficients measured for the previous frame: when sensor s updates its slice sizes, its estimatesP s,n of the processing time coefficients are correct only if the proportion of the slice size from s to the total size of the slices from all sensors remains constant. As the estimation of the processing time coefficients changes over time, eventually a frame i is reached where the sensors will change the assignment function d i s , and changing the assignment function has a large impact on the experienced processing time coefficients of all sensors in the system, preventing convergence. Similarly, the non-convergence of the distributed TT/S algorithm is due to that the sensors update their allocations based on allocations and assignments observed for the previous frame. If any of these changes between two subsequent frames, the change is likely to cause other sensors to update their allocations and prevents the sensots from reaching a stable allocation. To summarize, without coordination only the TT/A algorithm provides stable and low average completion times. Therefore, we now investigate the potential benefits of coordination. The dashed lines in Figure 4 show the completion time CDFs of the four algorithms when central coordination is used. Since the interest point distribution is the same in all frames, the optimal assignment profile is constant, hence we let the coordinator provide the optimal assignemnt profile at frame 1 and we then allow the sensors to update their allocations in the subsequent frames. We can observe that with coordination both TT algorithms remain in the optimal allocation, as none of the sensor nodes can decrease its completion time compared to the one provided by the central coordinator. Interestingly, the same does not hold for MO. Under the MO scenario, the sensors deviate from the allocation provided by the central coordinator, and achieve an average completion time that is higher than the optimal. To summarize, central coordination improves the stability for all algorithms.
B. Video trace based evaulation
We now turn to the evaluation of the algorithms using a multi-camera surveillance video trace called Parking lot, which is a surveillance video data set proposed for the evaluation of algorithms for tracking humans [50] . The data set consists of the video traces captured in a parking lot by four surveillance cameras at a resolution of 720 × 480 pixels and frame rates of 30 fps, showing 9 people moving around. We do not perform background subtraction on the traces prior to interest point detection, and thus there are a number of interest points belonging to the background that do not change their locations. The cameras are approximately located at the corners of a square and are facing the center of the square, similar to the positions of the sensors in Topologies 1-5. As a baseline for comparison for the algorithms we use the TT/C algorithm to compute a near-optimal solution based on the interest point distribution of the current frame. We refer to this baseline as the Oracle. Figure 5 shows the completion time for the four algorithms and five topologies for the Parking lot data set. Solid borders show the completion time for a coordinated system with a refresh interval of R = 16, and dotted borders show the completion time without coordination. The figure shows that coordination can provide significant completion time reductions, especially for synchronous/S algorithms where simultaneous changes of the assignment vector can result in poor assignment profiles without coordination. It is interesting to observe that with coordination the algorithms using synchronous/S revision opportunities achieve lower completion times than their asynchronous versions. While without coordination TT/S performs poorly, with coordination it achieves completion times close to those of the Oracle. Finally, we note that the relative performance of the algorithms is similar for all the topologies.
Since coordination requires both computation at the coordinator and signaling to the sensors, we now evaluate how the inter-refresh interval R and the number of evaluated assignment profiles L affect the achievable performance of the coordinated operation. Figure 6 shows the completion time of the four algorithms as a function of the inter-refresh interval R and for L = 1 and L = 10, for Topology 4. We again show results for Topology 4 because of the large difference in completion times observed in Figure 5 . Interestingly, the figure shows that increasing the inter-refresh interval from R = 1 has opposite effects under the MO and the TT scenarios. Under the MO scenario the opportunity given to the sensors to update the allocation profiles results in increasing completion times, consistent with our observations in Section VII-A. Unlike for MO, under the TT scenario the completion times decrease as the inter-refresh interval R increases. While this is seemingly counter-intuitive, observe that the allocation provided by the coordinator may be suboptimal, as it is computed usig a quantile-based approximation and nearest-neighbor search, and this makes it possible for the sensors to improve the allocation profile through subsequent iterations.
It is also interesting to note that with coordination the algorithms using synchronous/S revision opportunity achieve consistently lower completion times than the corresponding asynchronous algorithm. The reason is that under coordination the sensors are not allowed to change the assignment profile, which avoids very poor assignment profiles to be chosen, but simultaneous updates allow the sensors to improve the allocation profile faster. It is also important to note that the completion time does not change significantly as the interrefresh interval R increases from 16 to 64, which allows us to achieve consistently low completion time with infrequent coordination. Finally, comparing the results for L = 1 and L = 10 we can observe that evaluating more dictionary entries has little impact on the completion time, especially for large inter-refresh intervals. Thus one can achieve low completion times with very low overhead by providing low frequency coordination based on a simple dictionary lookup. Figure 7 shows the CDF of the completion times of the four algorithms for Topology 4, with and without coordination. Comparing Figure 4 and Figure 7 we see that without coordination the CDFs of the completion times have similar shapes for the synthetic data and for the Parking lot data set. In particular, the CDFs show that there is a significant tail probability, i.e., a non-negligible probability that the completion time significantly exceeds the mean completion time. It is therefore important to note that coordination not only decreases the mean completion time, but it also reduces the probability of encountering completion times that are significantly higher than the average completion time. This is especially apparent for the TT scenario, under which coordination results in an almost deterministic distribution, i.e., almost constant completion times.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we considered the problem of minimizing the completion time of distributed feature extraction in visual sensor networks consisting of several camera sensors and image processing nodes. We proposed distributed solutions, where each camera sensor decides locally the set of processing nodes to be used, the schedule of the data transmission and the size of the frame slices. We defined four algorithms for the distributed allocation of processing load that differ in terms of the information available to the sensors, and in the revision opportunity used. We extended the distributed solutions by the support of a central coordinator. We evaluated the algorithms using simulations based on both synthetic data, and on video traces. Our results show that, independently from the topology considered, fully distributed algorithms require both asynchronous revisions and accurate information on transmission and processing times to achieve completion times close to the optimal. The support of the central coordinator gives more stable performance, though it may lead to higher average completion times for the static synthetic traffic. Results using the video trace show that central coordination provides a decreased completion time for all algorithms, even when coordination is provided infrequently. Therefore, we propose the combination of distributed allocation of processing tasks with limited central coordination to provide good visual analysis performance in multi-camera sensor networks with small signalling overhead.
